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1 Introduction
This document contains real-life examples for illustrating work products which are created during a
context of use analysis. The definitions of the types of work products for which illustrative examples
are given can be found in the curriculum for “Certified Professional in Usability and User Experience –
User Requirements Engineering” (CPUX-UR). The current version of the curriculum is available at
http://uxqb.org/en/documents/

2 Illustrative examples
2.1

User group profile (Example for user group warehouse manager)

This user group profile was specified for the interactive system “warehouse management system”.
User group
Title:

Warehouse manager
•
•
•

Typical tasks

Plan the incoming and outgoing of goods
Management of warehouse staff
Analysis of capacity utilisation, materials handling, stock range

Software experience

Handles IT system for warehouse management daily
• Goods accounting
• Clearing of inventory discrepancies
• Accounting of inventory changes, e.g. scrap

Language

Fluent English, spoken and written

Professional experience

At least 2 years as warehouse manager

Target sector

Discrete production preferred, e.g.:
• Automotive
• Consumer goods
• Mechanical and plant construction
• High Tech

Organisational environment in the
warehouse

Number of full time employees in the warehouse from 3 to 10
At least one warehouse, make-to-stock or make-to-order
Overall typical tasks in the warehouse:
• Visual inspection of packaging for damage
• Unpacking / Repacking
• Counting
• Incoming goods inspection / Quality check
• Storage
• Relocation
• Picking
• Packing
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2.2

Recruitment screener (example for user group “warehouse manager”)

This user recruitment screener was specified for the interactive system “warehouse management system “. Note: Recruitment screeners can vary in their detail and the extent of their criteria. For interactive systems intended for consumers, recruitment screeners can be short. Recruitment screeners for
interactive systems that support specific user groups in specific industries can be very detailed and
comprehensive. The recruitment screener shown here is rather detailed and comprehensive, since it is
intended for recruitment of a specific user group in a specific industry.

Question

Acceptable answers

1. What is your role in the
company?

Warehouse manager
Manager of a warehouse
Head storeman

2. For how many years have
you been doing this job (in
total, including with other
companies)?

At least 2 years

3. What does your company
produce?

manufacturers only (no service providers)

4. What type of production is
done in your company?

Batch production
Individual production

5. What is the annual turnover
in your company? (from / to)

Annual turnover: 10 to a max. of 400 Million EUR

6. How many warehouses do
you have?

At least 1

7. How many people at each
warehouse?

Min. 3, max. 10

8. What tasks do you perform?

(At least 2 of the following must be stated)

9. What tasks do you take
care of personally?
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•

Plan the incoming and outgoing of goods

•

Management of warehouse staff

•

Analysis of capacity utilisation, materials handling,
stock range

(At least 2 of the following must be included)
•

Plan the incoming and outgoing of goods

•

Management of warehouse staff

•

Analysis of capacity utilisation, materials handling,
stock range
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Question

Acceptable answers

10. What tasks are performed
in your warehouse by the
staff?

(At least 5 of the following must be included)
•

Visual inspection of packaging for damage

•

Unpacking / Repacking

•

Counting

•

Incoming goods inspection / Quality check

•

Storage

•

Relocation

•

Picking

•

Packing

11. Which software products do
you use for your tasks?

names at least 1 business software including producer

12. Of what types of areas is
your warehouse composed?

At least 3 of the following must be named

13. What strategies do you use
for storing and taking out?

14. Which stock-taking method
do you use?
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•

Block storage

•

Open spaces

•

Rack storage

•

High-rack storage (automatic)

•

Picking areas

•

Inbound area

•

Outbound area

•

Gates / Ramps

At least 1 of the following must be named
•

FIFO (First In, First Out)

•

LIFO (Last In, First Out)

•

Depending on volume / loading equipment

•

Minimise beginnings

•

Take out according to expiration date

At least 1 of the following must be named
•

Complete count at a reporting date

•

Continuous stock-taking

•

Cycle counting

•

Zero check

•

Sample stock-taking
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2.3

Interview checklist (for performing a contextual interview)

This interview checklist has not been specified for a specific interactive system. It can be employed
generally for gathering context information around interactive systems supporting business tasks and
be adapted for specific investigations.
Introduction:
1. What is your overall area of responsibility?
2. What kind of professional training must one have to be able to perform this role?
3. How many colleagues are there in your company who do the same job as you do?
Main part:
1. Within your area of responsibility, what are the tasks that you have to perform again and
again?
2. Where do you carry out each task?
3. What determines when you carry out tasks?
4. When you perform your tasks, what people are participating or working together with you?
5. What are the actual work products that you create and for whom do you make them?
6. How is successful completion of your tasks determined?
7. For every task you mentioned, please give more details about exactly what each task entails.
8. What resources and tools do you use for your tasks? (Also e.g. Excel sheets that you have
created for yourself)
9. What information do you use / need for each task and what do you do with it? From where do
you get the necessary information for the completion of each task?
Special cases / Exceptions / Problems:
10. What special cases are there that you also have to take care of?
11. Which interruptions do you deal with when attempting your tasks?
12. Is there something that happens rarely, but is nevertheless very important?
13. What is going repeatedly wrong?
Closing:
14. If you had three wishes regarding what we have talked about, what would they be?
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2.4

Narrative context of use descriptions

2.4.1

As-is scenario (example for user group “radiologist”)

This as-is scenario has been created for a software product supporting radiologists when analysing
radiographical images for pathologic artefacts.
Mrs. Warren, MD (name changed) is a radiologist and nuclear physician. She has been working in
radiology full time for 24 years.
She works in a (acute care) hospital. There is a total of four radiologists working in a division called
radiological diagnostics and interventional radiology. Many of the patients for whom Dr Warren performs radiological examinations are cardiac patients. Examinations of the coronary vessels are difficult
because the heart beats and “moves”.
A radiologist always has more than one workstation. There are distributed workstations and the four
radiologists rotate over these workstations every six months. Here, “workstation” means that a different radiological examination system is used there. A radiologist always has a “primary” workstation
and uses other workstations if required for a certain examination.
Each radiologist has a room with a diagnostic monitor for analysing radiologic images.
In total, there are five workstations:
1. Workstation for computer tomography (CT)
primarily suited for the examination of coronary vessels
2. Workstation for digital subtraction angiography (DSA)
primarily suited for therapy, a more traditional technology
3. Workstation for fluoroscopy
primarily suited for vein examination, gastrointestinal examination, phlebography
4. Workstation for nuclear spin tomography
primarily suited for diagnostics of muscles, infarcts, cardiac valves
5. Ultrasonic workstation
The typical tasks of Dr Warren are:
-

-

Perform radiological examinations
o

approx. 20 CTs / day (X-ray tube)

o

approx. 20 MR imaging (magnets)

Diagnosis and dictation
o

Diagnosis for the 40 examinations above

o

Further 80 routine diagnoses per day (lungs, bones)

Dr Warren views herself as a service provider in the hospital. Tasks typically come from an injured
person in the outpatients’ department (accidents) or from an in-patient.
Dr Warren gets her “tasks” paperless via the “radiologic information system” (RIS). The doctor responsible for the outpatients or a ward determines who is to receive radiological treatment.
The data volume for a patient can differ significantly. Accident patients are rather “unknown entities”.
Even the identity of an accident patient can be completely unknown. Severely injured patients are
sometimes unconscious when they arrive for the radiological treatment.
If a task comes from a ward, then it is mostly a routine examination and then there is typically much
more historic data available about the patient.
If Dr Warren decides to use a contrast medium, she must document this before starting the treatment,
as well as possible side effects.
Dr Warren communicates a lot in the hospital. Findings are discussed on a daily basis. There are
three meetings daily which Dr Warren attends that take place at given times. Each meeting takes between 15 and 60 minutes. They take place in a separate demonstrations room where the physician
who requested the x-ray and the radiologist look together at the radiologic images. Results of radiologCPUX-UR Illustrative examples
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ical examinations are discussed with the physician requesting it and new treatments are planned.
There can also be dispute between the physician and the radiologist about the correctness of a finding. This is perfectly normal; it is rather difficult sometimes to achieve accuracy. If a finding remains
controversial, it might be that an examination is repeated, thereby applying the “gold standard”. “Gold
standard” means that the treatment is performed to the highest methodical standard and very thoroughly. The “gold standard” cannot be applied in normal cases because it takes too much time and is
therefore not feasible in light of the large number of tasks.
There are three meetings just because there are three departments that issue requests for radiological
treatments. These departments are:
-

Department of internal medicine (the largest department, meetings take about 20 minutes)

-

Trauma surgery (meetings take about 15 minutes)

-

General surgery (meetings take about 15 minutes)

When documenting a radiological treatment in the electronic patient file, the following components
need to be documented in all cases:
-

The question to be answered (indication)

-

Type of treatment (CT versus MR)

-

Organs if interest, e.g. “CT abdomen”

-

The finding

Radiologic images must be archived for up to 30 years.
To be honest, the correctness of a finding is always questionable. Diagnosing always means “comparing a new image with all images I have seen before”. That is what happens when diagnosing, no more
and no less.
This has practical reasons, namely
-

the technology available is not sufficient

-

there is only limited time for diagnosing

-

not everybody diagnosing has enough experience using the technology and enough subjectmatter knowledge

-

too much workload (it takes 30 minutes for diagnosing a heart and this time is not always
available)

The more complex a clinical symptom is, the more radiological systems need to be used in the course
of a radiological examination. The combination of a certain symptom and a finding can lead to further
investigations. It just depends on what is found.
All images of the patient from the past are important. The radiologist asks questions such as:
-

“Has this finding already been stated in the past?”

-

“If so, what has changed?”

This is especially important for intensive care patients. Every hour counts in here. So, it may happen
that a patient has to get a whole series of examinations.
In earlier days, there was an X-ray bag. Nowadays, everything is stored electronically. The hospital
processes examinations completely paperless. Very often one has to deal with images.
Examinations follow certain standard procedure. The procedure of an examination depends on the
type of examination (CT versus MR)
The standard procedure for a CT examination is as follows:
Perform the examination
1. Receive the request for the examination (e.g. CT thorax)
2. Understand what is the question (indication) and further inquiry if necessary (the name and
ward of the requester has to be known)
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3. Examine patient file if necessary
4. Instruct MTA (communicate the request)
5. Provide further information depending on the specific question
6. Perform the examination (e.g. with contrast medium or without), ideally MTA and radiologist
together, typically only MTA
7. Check the execution of the examination (Is it completed, are there any faults in the execution
so that the question cannot be answered, are there now indications that make it necessary to
immediately perform a deepening examination)
8. Maybe create a quick report (always with reservations, as there always has to be a detailed
report, but an image without a report is not permitted according to X-ray regulations, at least a
statement like “unusable because ...” and a recommendation)
9. Save the examination results
Diagnosing an examination
1. Understand what is the question (indication) and further inquiry if necessary (the name and
ward of the requester has to be known)
(e.g. suspected intestinal tumour)
2. Screening of images
3. Perform measurements (geometric measurement, consistency measurements using Hounsfield units, volume)
4. Comparison with old images and documentation of changes / trends
5. Issue a recommendation / provide expertise
6. Dictate the finding / Dictation
Every now and then there are errors in radiological examinations. These naturally happen more often
in the night than during the day. This can be easily confirmed through statistics.
Dr Warren knows about the following sources of error:
a) Examples of errors when performing an examination:
-

Bad positioning of the system while recording the image

-

Necklace not removed when examining the lungs, or keys in the pocket (details are superimposed). This can happen with accident patients, especially if they are unconscious. All kinds of
things can happen with accident patients.

-

Left hand examined instead of right hand (swapping of sides)

a) Examples of errors when diagnosing:
-

Alertness (less errors in the morning than in the evening)

-

Distraction during the diagnosis (e.g. urgent examination of an accident patient needs to be done
immediately)

-

Lack of experience

The larger the hospital is, the more junior colleagues do the diagnosis, as diagnosing is viewed as a
“routine operation”.
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2.4.2

Persona (Example “Taking notes in university classes”)

This persona has been specified for a mobile app supporting students in taking notes during classes or self-study.

Source: http://www.denisenacu.com/img/StudentWork_Persona.png
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2.5
2.5.1

Structured (model-like) context of use descriptions
High-level context of use description

This high-level context of use description has been specified for an interactive system supporting the planning and organisation of courses in further education for
citizens in a public educational institution.
User group

Demographic characteristics

Typical tasks

Expected professional training and
professional activities

Social environment when using
the product

Physical environment when
using the
product

Resources
used when
using the
product

-

Educational
counselling via
phone for people interested in
continuing education events
Educational
planning for
members

-

Applied sciences degree or
university degree (main area
administration
or national
economy or
teaching)
at least 3 years’
experience

-

People calling
who are interested in continuing education events
Other education secretaries for networking

•
•

Office desk
Typically, 2
desks per
office

•
•
•
•

PC
Phone
Fax
Office
software

-

Determine places for events

-

-

Process registrations

Office desk
Typically, 2
desks per
office

•
•
•
•

-

Create and
distribute promotion material
for events

Participants in
the many recurring events
Other administrative secretaries

•
•

-

Training as an
office clerk
At least 1 year
of training

PC
Phone
Fax
Office
software
and
members
database

-

Supervise the
course of
events

(Age, gender, special
physical characteristics)
1. Education secretary in the
administrative office of a
public educational institution

•
•

Male or female
Between 30 and 60
years old

-

2. Administrative secretary in
in the administrative office
of a public educational institution
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•
•

Male or female
Between 30 and 60
years old

-

-

-

-
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2.5.2

Task model (Example for task “Administer medication”)

This task model has been specified for a software product supporting nurses in intensive care units in
hospitals when administering medications to intensive care patients.
User group:

Nurse in intensive care unit (“Intensive care nurse”)

Task:

Administer medication

Pre-condition:

The intensive care nurse has a prescription for a patient at hand

(What is the trigger for the
task?)
Sub-tasks

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Post-condition:
(When is the task completed?)

CPUX-UR Illustrative examples

Determine which prescriptions are at hand
Determine which medication is available and which medication needs to be acquired
Initiate the acquisition of medication that is not available
Prepare the medication prescribed for each patient
Administer the medication to each patient
Document the administration for each patient
Note incompatibility if applicable
Tell the treating physician about any occurred incompatibilities (where applicable)

The intensive care nurse has administered the medication to each
patient and has documented the administration.
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2.5.3

Affinity diagram (Example “User survey smart watch”)

This affinity diagram has been constructed based on the gathered statements of participants in a user
survey about goals to be achieved using smart watches.
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2.5.4

User Journey map (Example “Rail Europe”)

This user journey map has been developed to visualize all user interfaces that a railway traveller interacts with during all tasks, starting from planning the railway
journey up to the very end of the railway journey.

Source: http://adaptivepath.org/uploads/documents/RailEurope_AdaptivePath_CXMap_FINAL.pdf
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2.5.5

Goal catalogue (Example “Parking in managed parking facilities”)

This goal catalogue has been developed for a smartphone app which supports car drivers when parking their car during all tasks, starting from searching for a
parking bay up to paying for the parking bay.

Goal
I would like to find a free parking space soon

Relaxed visitor
X

I would like to always park legally
I just want to run my errands

X

I would like to visit somebody

X

Stressed
worker

Inexperienced
visitor

Resident

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I would like to have the parking process be simple

X

X

X

I would like to quickly get along with devices and their functionality

X

X

X

X

X

X

I would like to comply with the rules

X

I would like to get to my place of work in time

X

X

I would like to have a minimum walking distance or at least know the shortest
route

X

X

I want to have everything in order in my area of responsibility

X
X

I would like to concentrate on my leisure activities without being bothered with
parking

X

After my stay, I would like to drive off without having to remember anything

X
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X
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2.5.6

Model of the environment (Example “Parking in managed parking facilities”)

This “model of the environment” was developed for smartphone app which supports car drivers when
parking their car during all tasks, starting from searching for a parking bay up to paying for the parking
bay.
Equipment
Car
Watch
Phone
Smart phone
Ticket dispenser
Payment means
Cash
EC / Credit card
Phone bill
Social environment
People
Car driver
Car passengers
Traffic warden
Citizens
Delivery providers
Other drivers
Parking situation
Reason for parking
Time pressure
Regulations
Parking permitted
Parking to be paid from 09.00am – 23.00pm
Parking lot to be left by end of paid duration
Fine when not acting according to regulations
Rules for payment
No minimum
Payment system (App, SMS, parking meter)
Payment means (cash, credit card…)
Amount to be paid
Point of time for payment (prepaid, post-paid)
Physical environment
Parking zones
Parking zone 1...n
Number of parking zone
Number of parking lots
Size of each parking lot
Order of parking lots
Availability of parking lots
Amount to be paid
Venues nearby
Location of ticket dispensers
Ticket dispenser
Ticket dispenser no.
Height of display
Condition of each ticket dispenser
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2.5.7

Information model (Example “Parking in managed parking facilities”)

This “information model” was developed for smartphone app which supports car drivers when parking their car during all tasks, starting from searching for a parking bay up to paying for the parking bay.
Information object
Legitimation: validly park
temporarily

Partial information

Format

Example of usage

Duration of legitimation
Fee
Ticket no.
Location of ticket
machine
Note

Date and time

Jenny knows exactly when the parking time ends so she can be back at her car in time.

Amount in €
Code (digits and letters)
Street and number

The parking ticket says how much Thomas has paid, which helps for later book-keeping.
Andy can differentiate between parking tickets through the ticket numbers, e.g. for later review.
Michael knows directly at which ticket machine he got the parking ticket because the street and number of the
ticket machine is stated on the ticket.
Luke reads the note and then knows that he needs to place the ticket clearly visible behind the windscreen.

Basic conditions
Application
Fee
Approval
Marking

Text
Text
Amount in €
Text
Permit sticker

Julia informs herself about the basic conditions before applying for a resident permit.
Julia fills out the application and adds legitimation verification.
Julia transfers the required processing fee.
Julia is informed about her permit so now she knows that she soon will receive a resident permit for parking.
Julia receives the permit sticker for her resident permit for parking and sticks it clearly visible on the inside of
her windscreen.

Marking

Permit sticker

Register for parking
Deregister for parking

Car registration no. and
parking zone
Message “now”

Marc signs up for parking via smartphone, can immediately print out his permit sticker and place it behind the
windscreen.
Marc writes an SMS with his car registration number and the parking zone to the service number of the operator.
When returning after a long workday, Marc deregisters by SMS.

Occupancy status

Free vs. occupied

Jenny finds a free parking place and parks; Jenny does not find a free parking space and continues to search.

Marking of zone
Valid parking space

Number
Marking

Julia checks if she is still in the parking zone for which she has a permit.
Julia finds a valid parking space in the right parking zone.

Parking sign

Symbols and text

Luke finally finds a free parking space. As he leaves his car, he recognises that the car is in a no parking
zone.

Location
Registration number
Visibility

Place
Digits and letters
Windscreen

Julia needs to remember where she parked her car.
Luke needs to provide his car registration number in order to be able to register by SMS.
Luke places the parking ticket clearly visible behind the windscreen.

Fee
Type
Availability

Amount in €
Selection
Available vs. not available

Jenny can park one hour for 2€.
Jenny pays in cash at the parking site and puts her change into the ticket machine.
Jenny has no change with her and so decides spontaneously to register by SMS.

Text

Legitimation: Resident permit

Legitimation: Smartphone
parking

Parking site
Parking zone

(Road) Signs

Vehicle

Means of payment
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2.6

Product roadmap

This product roadmap has been developed for new functionality within Microsoft Office supporting collaboration between business professionals.

Source: https://hansbrender.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/image4.png
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2.7

Analysed As-is scenario

An example for an as-is scenario which has been analysed for identifiable user needs and derived
user requirements can be found in the document “Public example test” in section 3.7.

2.8

Structured list of user requirements

An example for a list of user requirements structured by the sub-tasks within a task can be found in
the document “Public example test” in section 3.8.
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2.9

Prioritisation (from the user’s view) using the Kano scheme

Below, we present a set of prioritised user requirements for an interactive system; an electric egg boiler that supports boiling eggs of different consistency in a
single use. The example shows the prioritization of one single user requirements. Typically, all user requirements within one task or even across tasks are being
prioritized when applying the Kano scheme.
User requirement to be prioritised:
Before cooking eggs with the egg boiler, the user must be able to select how many eggs are to become hard-boiled, how many medium-boiled, and how many
soft-boiled.

What would you say, if we would implement this?
 That would be very nice
 That is something I require
 I don’t care about that
 That is barely acceptable
 That would bother me very much

if we would not implement this:

That would be
very nice

What would you say, if we would not implement this?
 That would be very nice
 That is something I require
 I don’t care about that
 That is barely acceptable
 That would bother me very much.

That is something
I require

I don’t
care
about that

if we would implement this:

That is barely acceptable

That would bother me very much

That would be very nice

-/-

Attractive quality

Attractive
quality

Attractive quality

One-dimensional quality

That is something I require

Reverse quality

Indifferent quality

Indifferent
quality

Indifferent quality

Must-be quality

I don’t care about that

Reverse quality

Indifferent quality

Indifferent
quality

Indifferent quality

Must-be quality

That is barely acceptable

Reverse quality

Indifferent quality

Indifferent
quality

Indifferent quality

Must-be quality

That would bother me very
much

Reverse quality

Reverse quality

Reverse
quality

Reverse quality

-/-
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